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extension
description:
The new range of Extension tables excellently combines the aesthetics of MDF Italia table with the 
functionality
of a an extension product, thus meeting market demands.
The system’s flexibility is emphasized by the presence of one or two extension tops measuring 50cm 
each and
resting on the frame’s slide rails. According to the customer’s needs, the nominal length of the table 
can be
increased from 50 to 100 cm, to accommodate an unexpected guest or to adapt at best to the envi-
ronment. 

materials:
The laminate tabletops and extension tops in Fenix are built-in and are reinforced internally by 8mm 
thick aluminium sheets.
The tables are available with one or two extension tops.

The legs and perimeter frame are in extruded aluminium, available in epoxy powder matt painted 
version.
Two levers on the undertop rails make it possible to lock the push-in and pull-out operations.
The extension tops slide into an epoxy powder matt painted tray, equipped with non-scratch lining

dimensions:

bruno fattorini

H28.34” H29.5”
W35.43” L63”
W35.43” L70.9”
W35.43” L78.74”
W35.43” L63”
W35.43” L70.9”
W35.43” L78.74”

extension
W35.43” L82.67” / 102.36”
W35.43” L90.55” / 110.23”
W35.43” L98.42” / 118.11”
W38.58” L82.67” / 102.36”
W38.58” L90.55” / 110.23”
W38.58” L98.42” / 118.11”



frame finishes:                                                 top finishes:

extensions examples:
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S007 = matt painted white X053

S019 = matt painted medium 
grey 

S041 = matt painted graphite 
grey  X054

P077 = fenix matt white X020

P079 = fenix matt medium grey 
X021

P080 = fenix matt black  X022

According to the customer’s needs, the nominal length of the table can be increased
from 19.68” (A) to 39.37” (A+B).
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